The Party System
Great Britain and the United States was driven to pro-
pose their abolition as the only way to prevent the mon-
strous perversities for which he believed them to be
responsible; he felt, like Halifax at the time of their
origin, "that the best kind of party is in some sort a
conspiracy against the nation." But all he could propose
in their place was voluntary associations for the promo-
tion of particular objects; and it is evident enough that
his scheme would be fatal to the necessary coherence
which government requires. An electorate requires to
know what its candidate feels about foreign policy not
less th^n his sentiments about anti-vivisection; and
examination usually makes it pretty obvious that his
views on foreign policy are close-linked with views on
economic matters so as to form, however imperfectly and
unconsciously, a philosophy or way of life which he is
prepared to recommend.
The truth is that there is no alternative to party
government save dictatorship in any State of the modern
size. Government requires leaders; leaders require not an
incoherent mob behind them, but an organized following
able to canalize the issues for an electorate with a free
choice. The case for party as the necessary condition of
representative government was made as long ago as
Burke; and there has since been no answer to his argu-
ment. The imperfections which result are simply due to
the fact that, because we live in an imperfect world,
because, also, we are not wholly rational creatures,
politics is a philosophy of the second-best. And because
behind the activity of parties is the strongest interest man
has—his interest in getting a living upon the terms this
experience teaches him to be just—parties will exhaust all
the artifices of which human nature is capable to secure
victory each for its own side. The "whispering cam-

